TUTORIAL
THE COSMETIC CASE
Supplies:
- 35 x 22 cm of fabric (outside)
- 35 x 22 cm of fabric (inside)
- 35 x 22 cm of featherweight fusible interfacing, just in case you
use a light fabric for outside
- 45 cm of trim (rick rack, piping, pompoms…)
- 20,5 x 10 cm of clear plastic
- Assorted thread
- Buttons

How to make it :

	
  

-

Pin the pattern and cut :
1x the inside fabric
1x the outside fabric
1x the featherweight fusible interfacing

-

Iron the featherweight fusible interfacing on the wrong side of the outside
fabric

-

Fold the edge toward the inside (wrong sides together) and iron the first
centimeter all around both fabric
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-

Pin the trim on the right side of the outside fabric, stop at the marks, sew
on.

-

Put the inside fabric on the outside fabric, sew on, following the first seam
of the trim as a guide.

-

Cut slits in the corners and a little one on each
mark until the seam. Flip the flap over (and admire
your work )

-

Fold right side together of the outside fabric and bring it into alignment
with the flap. Pin and sew at 1 cm from the edge.
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-

the flap too. Put the plastic sheet into the layers, in the fold and pin, the
plastic sheet is too small to get it flat so you need to pull a bit the fabric.
Sew at 1cm from the edge. Cut both sides of the plastic sheet to reduce
the seam allowance.

-

Flip over the outside fabric and put the inside fabric inside. Sew on the
top, 2 mm from the edge.

Congratulations, the cosmetic case is done !!! Now you have just to
choose what kind of closure fits best if you want one !
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